9781443458504
Pub Date: 4/30/2019
$19.99 CAD
320 pages • Hardcover

9781443461139
Pub Date: 6/2/2020
$14.99 CAD
160 pages • Hardcover

Canada

Canada Journals: Cottage

Collins Canada

Pascal Blanchet

A stunning portrait of Canada from coast to coast
to coast

Located between mainland British Columbia and
Vancouver Island, the breathtaking Gulf Islands are
accessible only by ferry, private boat or chartered
seaplane. Home to artists and artisans, fishermen and
scuba divers, the islands are famous for their arbutus
trees, sandstone beaches and cottages right on the
water's edge.

Home to the majestic Rocky Mountains, vibrant cities,
pristine wilderness and the world’s longest coastline,
Canada is a photographer’s paradise. With more than 300
spectacular images from award-winning photographers,
Canada captures the rugged beauty of the country in a
timeless and beautiful treasury.

9781443461122
Pub Date: 6/2/2020
$14.99 CAD
160 pages • Hardcover

Canada Journals: Nova Scotia

Canada Journals: Rockies

Pascal Blanchet

Pascal Blanchet

The small fishing village of Blue Rocks, Nova Scotia, is a
popular destination for artists, photographers and
kayakers alike. Named for the blue and grey hues of its
landscape, Blue Rocks offers true East Coast charm and
tranquility-it's home to only 125 year-round residents.

Set in the Valley of the Ten Peaks, Moraine Lake in Banff
National Park, Alberta, is one of Canada's most
picturesque destinations. Seen here from the popular
Rockpile Trail, the glacier-fed lake gleams a vibrant shade
of turquoise-an effect created by sunlight reflecting on
floating silt that has been produced by the grinding
movement of the glacier. The colour of the lake peaks in
intensity in l...

A beautiful memento of an incredible country, this blank
journal is perfect for capturing your thoughts, jotting down
notes ...

9781443461146
Pub Date: 6/2/2020
$14.99 CAD
Hardcover

1-Minute Crosswords: 250 Puzzles for
Everyone Low Price Edition

Canada Journals: Toronto
Pascal Blanchet

9781443461153
Pub Date: 6/2/2020
$14.99 CAD
Hardcover

Toronto, Ontario, Canada's most populous city and one of
the most multicultural cities in the world, is home to the
iconic Gooderham Building. This wedge-shaped structure,
also known as the Flatiron Building, was constructed in
1891. Set in the heart of Toronto's busy St. Lawrence
Market District, this architectural gem is arguably the city's
most photographed historic structure.
A beautiful mement...

Dan Liebman, Duncan McKenzie
Carry your favourite puzzle in your pocket!

9781443463249
Pub Date: 3/25/2020
$6.99 CAD
336 pages • Paperback

Ultimate 1-Minute Crosswords: 250 Puzzles
for Everyone Low Price Edition

Paul Covello, Leor Boshi
Feel the calm and tranquility of the cottage with inspiring
scenes for you to colour. With a sturdy backing, you can
bring this book to the dock, to your favourite chair –
anywhere you like.

Even More 1-Minute Crosswords
250 Mini Crossword Puzzles for Everyone
What do you call a person in a hurry?
Tick-tock

What

is a noise of annoyance? Ticktock
What do you call someone you’re going steady with?
Tick-tock

Steal a minute for some quick, on-the-go fun! Enjoy 250
mini crosswords in a range of difficulties, organized from
easy to hard, and written for Canadians of all ages. Start
off with a warm-up puzzle, then move on to more
challenging ones—including word scrambles. Grab a pencil
and make the most of every minute!

Great Canadian Cottage Colouring Book

Dan Liebman, Duncan McKenzie

9781443463256
Pub Date: 3/25/2020
$6.99 CAD
336 pages • Paperback

A beautiful memento of an incredible country, this blank
journal is perfect f...

9781443450935
Pub Date: 5/3/2016
$18.99 CAD
128 pages • Paperback

Canada to Colour

Canada 150 Colouring Book

Paul Covello, Leor Boshi

Paul Covello, Leor Boshi

From Green Gables in Prince Edward Island to the rugged
coast of British Columbia to the majestic North, colour
your way across Canada with scenes that capture our
country from coast to coast to coast.

Celebrate Canada’s 150th birthday with 150 scenes that
celebrate the beauty of our home and native land.

9781443453233
Pub Date: 12/27/2016
$19.99 CAD
300 pages • Paperback

9781443450942
Pub Date: 5/3/2016
$18.99 CAD
128 pages • Paperback

9781443438056
Pub Date: 5/19/2015
$18.99 CAD
384 pages • Trade
Paperback

Great Canadian Cottage Puzzle Book

Beauty And The Beast

Collins

LOUIE STOWELL

Perfect for long afternoons and rainy days, The Great
Canadian Cottage Puzzle Book is packed with family fun:
word searches, crosswords, word ladders, quizzes and
much more. Puzzles feature Canadian clues and use
Canadian spelling and references. With trivia, unique
Canadian place names, and tips to make the most of a
cottaging day, The Great Canadian Cottage Puzzle Book is
a must for every Canadi...

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw and Beauty and the Beast
picture book, both stunningly illustrated by Victor Tavares.
Beauty’s father steals a rose from a mysterious and
magical garden and is kidnapped by a terrifying Beast.
Only Beauty can save him... but what fate awaits her at
the castle of the Beast? Presented in a sturdy, attractive
box, the book and puzzle set makes a lovely gift. A superb
combi...

9781474940160
Pub Date: 3/22/2018
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

Usborne Atlas and Jigsaw Britain And
Ireland

Usborne Book & Jigsaw: In the Forest
Kirsteen Robson

9781474970525
Pub Date: 1/15/2020
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474927918
Pub Date: 11/14/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

This delightful pack contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a
beautiful forest scene for children to assemble, as well as
a 24-page picture puzzle book teeming with forest
animals and objects to spot, match and count. There is
also a black and white version of the jigsaw picture for
children to fill in with their own pens.

Sam Smith

9781474937627
Pub Date: 11/16/2018
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

This fantastic gift combination of atlas and jigsaw takes
children on a tour of the British Isles. With ten detailed
picture maps, children will find out about the wide range
of things to see and do as well as locating landmarks,
famous people and animals and plants. Packed with facts
about the natural and cultural heritage of the British Isles.
Maps show the capital cities, major towns and natura...

Usborne Book and Jigsaw On The Farm

MAP OF THE WORLD JIGSAW

Kirsteen Robson

Sam Smith

This delightful book and jigsaw boxset will keep children
entertained for hours. It contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a
vibrant farmyard scene for children to assemble, as well
as a 24-page picture puzzle book in which kids can
discover an array of colourful creatures on the farm.
Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book makes a wonderful
present. High quality, 100-piece jigsaw is a perfect
introducti...

This delightful pack contains a 300-piece jigsaw of a
beautifully illustrated world map for children to assemble,
as well as a 32-page picture atlas of the world in which
kids can see and discover each of the world’s continents in
more detail with its highly visual maps. • Beautifully
illustrated jigsaw and richly detailed atlas makes a
wonderful present. Kids can have hours of fun learning
where ...

9781474937610
Pub Date: 11/14/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

BOOK AND JIGSAW/LITTLE RED RIDING
HOOD

BOOK AND JIGSAW/DINOSAURS
Sam Smith

Rob Lloyd Jones, Lorena Alvarez

9781474937597
Pub Date: 10/20/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781474940597
Pub Date: 9/28/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781474988780
Pub Date: 10/13/2020
$17.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

9781474929042
Pub Date: 4/12/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

Little Red Riding Hood is off to visit her Grandma, but
following her through the forest is a very hungry wolf...
This beautiful 30-piece jigsaw and picture book are both
gorgeously illustrated by Lorena Alvarez. A superb
combination of reading and interaction, and a delightful
way for children to enjoy this much-loved story. The
picture book has a lively retelling of the classic fairy tale,
and t...

9781474940177
Pub Date: 9/28/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

This delightful pack contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a lively
dinosaur scene for children to assemble, as well as a
24-page picture puzzle book in which kids can discover a
colourful array of prehistoric creatures that used to roam
the earth. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book makes a
wonderful present. High quality, 100-piece jigsaw is a
perfect introduction to intermediate level puzzles. Usb...

BOOK AND JIGSAW/THE SNOW QUEEN

Winter Wonderland

Lesley Sims

Sam Taplin

Join Gerda on her quest to save her best friend from the
evil Snow Queen in this enchanting retelling of Hans
Christian Andersen's fairy tale. This beautiful 30-piece
jigsaw and picture book are gorgeously illustrated by
Elena Selivanova. A superb combination of reading and
interaction, and a delightful way for children to enjoy this
classic story. The picture book has a lively retelling of the
cl...

Inside this box are three nine-piece jigsaws of beautifully
illustrated winter-wonderland scenes plus a book with lots
of things to spot and talk about in the winter wonderland.
The combination of three jigsaws and a spotting book
make this a perfect present. Simple nine-piece puzzles are
perfect for little children starting to learn how to do jigsaws.
The latest in a growing series of jigsaws for...

9781474988841
Pub Date: 11/3/2020
$17.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

Woodland

Night Time

Sam Taplin

Sam Taplin

Contains three beautifully illustrated 9-piece jigsaws of
woodland scenes along with a book full of busy pictures
and little details to find and talk about. Part of a growing
range of simple jigsaws for young children. The jigsaws
plus book make a perfect gift. Endearing woodland scenes
of birds and animals are a great way to spark little
children’s curiosity about the natural world.

Contains three beautifully illustrated 9-piece jigsaws of
night-time scenes along with a book full of busy pictures
and little details to find and talk about. Part of a growing
range of simple jigsaws for young children. The jigsaws
plus book make a perfect gift. Atmospheric artwork will
fascinate little children who ask “What’s happening while
I’m fast asleep every night?”

9781474988773
Pub Date: 10/13/2020
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

AN USBORNE JIGSAW WITH A PICTURE
BOOK CINDERELLA

AN USBORNE JIGSAW WITH A PICTURE
BOOK SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DW

Susanna Davidson

Lesley Sims

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw puzzle with a paperback title
from the Picture Book series. The size of the completed
jigsaw is 350x350mm.

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw puzzle with a paperback title
from the Picture Book series. The size of the completed
jigsaw is 350x350mm.
9781474929059
Pub Date: 4/12/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781474985291
Pub Date: 1/5/2021
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

9781474969406
Pub Date: 3/5/2020
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

The Human Body Jigsaw

Usborne Book & Jigsaws: The Jungle

TBC

Sam Taplin

This delightful pack contains a colourful, labelled 100-piece
jigsaw of the human body for children to assemble. It also
includes a 24-page, highly visual book that introduces and
explains the various systems and functions of different
parts of the body in more detail. Richly detailed jigsaw and
book makes a fantastic, informative present. Kids can
have hours of fun piecing together the puzzle, an...

There are three simple nine-piece jigsaws and a
beautifully illustrated board book in this box. Little children
can enjoy a selection of detailed jungle scenes in the
book, and then use the jigsaws to recreate three scenes
from the book. A perfect gift for younger children getting
to grips with jigsaws. Part of Usborne’s growing range of
Book and Jigsaw sets, which includes 9, 24, 100 and 300
piec...

9781474969413
Pub Date: 4/2/2020
$17.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

Usborne Book & Jigsaws: The Garden

Uborne Book and Jigsaw: Night Time

Sam Taplin

Kirsteen Robson

There are three simple nine-piece jigsaws and a
beautifully illustrated board book in this box. Little children
can enjoy a selection of detailed garden scenes in the
book, and then use the jigsaws to recreate three scenes
from the book. A perfect gift for younger children getting
to grips with jigsaws. Part of Usborne’s growing range of
Book and Jigsaw sets, which includes 9, 24, 100 and 300
piec...

This delightful pack contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a lively
night-time scene for children to assemble, as well as a
24-page picture puzzle book teeming with night-time
animals and objects to spot, match and count. There is
also a black and white version of the jigsaw picture for
children to fill in with their own pens. Beautifully illustrated
jigsaw and book makes a wonderful present at any time
...

9781474970532
Pub Date: 1/21/2020
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

Usborne Book & Jigsaws: Animals of the
World

Usborne Book and Jigsaws: The Zoo
Sam Taplin

9781474969390
Pub Date: 11/13/2019
$17.95 CAD
10 pages • Hardcover

9781474960281
Pub Date: 11/12/2019
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

There are three simple nine-piece jigsaws and a
beautifully illustrated board book in this box. Little children
can enjoy a selection of detailed zoo scenes in the book,
and then use the jigsaws to recreate three of the animalfilled scenes. A perfect gift for younger children getting to
grips with jigsaws. Part of Usborne’s growing range of
Book and Jigsaw sets, which includes 9, 24, 100 and 300
...

Sam Taplin

9781474969420
Pub Date: 11/13/2019
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

This delightful pack contains a 200-piece jigsaw of a
beautifully illustrated world map, complete with all kinds of
amazing creatures that can be found across the various
continents and in Earth’s oceans. It also includes a
32-page Animal Picture Atlas in which children can learn
more about the animals and the places where they live.
Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and richly detailed atlas
makes a...

Usborne Book & Jigsaw: The Nativity

Usborne Book & Jigsaws: The Solar System

Sam Smith

Sam Taplin

This delightful pack contains a 30-piece jigsaw of the
Nativity scene for children to assemble, as well as a
beautifully illustrated 24-page picture book that retells the
story of Mary and Joseph’s journey to Bethlehem, and the
birth of baby Jesus. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book
makes a wonderful present. High quality, 30-piece jigsaw
is a perfect introduction to beginner level puzzles. T...

This pack contains a beautifully illustrated 200-piece
jigsaw of the Solar System and a richly detailed
double-sided fold-out that forms one continuous picture of
the Solar System, featuring the Sun, planets, and various
moons and spacecraft. The reverse features the same
image, annotated with facts about each of the objects
shown. Richly detailed jigsaw and book makes a fantastic,
informative pre...

9781474960298
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781474969437
Pub Date: 10/8/2019
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

Usborne Book & Jigsaws: The Periodic Table

London

Sam Taplin

Sam Smith

This pack contains a 300-piece jigsaw of the Periodic Table
for children to assemble, while learning the positions and
groupings of all 118 elements. It also includes a 16-page
book explaining the Periodic Table in a fun and accessible
way, and is packed full of fascinating facts about and uses
of the elements that make up the world around us.
Colourful jigsaw and bright, detailed book makes a won...

The sights of London come alive in this fabulous frieze of
London. The 100-piece jigsaw accompanied by a book.
Take a virtual tour on a London bus and travel around
Westminster, Buckingham Palace and St. Paul's, all
stylishly illustrated. Enjoy this vibrant city!

Unicorns

Flags Of The World

Sam Smith

Sam Smith

A fabulous gift for any fan of unicorns, this pack contains a
book and a 100-piece jigsaw, using Camilla Garofano's
charming artwork.

This delightful pack contains a 300-piece jigsaw of all the
flags of the world for children to assemble, as well as a
Flags Coloring book in which kids can see and discover
each of the flags and colour them, whilst learning
something about each country and its heritage. Will spark
curiosity and wanderlust!

9781474952699
Pub Date: 10/22/2018
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781474949927
Pub Date: 9/19/2018
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

9781474947602
Pub Date: 7/17/2018
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

9781474948043
Pub Date: 8/2/2019
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

9781474948050
Pub Date: 10/22/2018
$17.95 CAD
Hardcover

Bugs

Europe

Kirsteen Robson

TBC

This delightful pack contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a lively
array of insects for children to assemble, as well as a
24-page picture puzzle book teeming with bugs and other
creepy-crawlies to spot, match and count. There is also a
black and white version of the jigsaw picture for children to
fill in with their own pens. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and
book makes a wonderful present at any time ...

This pack contains a 300-piece jigsaw of a beautifully
illustrated map of Europe for children to assemble, as well
as a 32-page picture atlas of Europe in which they can see
and discover the continent in more detail with its highly
visual maps. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and richly
detailed atlas makes a wonderful present. Children can
have lots of fun learning where things are in Europe as
th...

9781474948067
Pub Date: 8/16/2018
$17.95 CAD
123 pages • Trade
Paperback

Noah's Ark

In The Jungle

Lloyd Rob Jones

Kirsteen Robson

A beautiful 30-piece jigsaw and picture book, both
stunningly illustrated by John Joven, depicting one of the
best-known tales from the Old Testament. God warns
Noah that there is to be a great flood and that he must
take responsibility for saving the animals. As the flood
waters rise, Noah builds an ark and invites the animals
aboard, two by two. Presented in a sturdy, attractive box,
the book an...

This delightful pack contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a lively
jungle scene for children to assemble, as well as a
24-page picture puzzle book teeming with animals that
can be found in tropical rainforests. There is also a black
and white version of the jigsaw picture for children to fill in
with their own pens. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and
book makes a wonderful present at any time of year. H...

9781474947794
Pub Date: 5/29/2018
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

AN USBORNE JIGSAW WITH A BOOK
UNDER THE SEA

At The Zoo
Kirsteen Robson, Gareth Lucas

9781474940184
Pub Date: 5/16/2018
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Trade
Paperback

9780062863232
Pub Date: 11/12/2019
$56.00 CAD
272 pages • Hardcover

9780062692979
Pub Date: 6/5/2018
$33.50 CAD
208 pages • Hardcover

9780310350910
Pub Date: 10/23/2018
$33.50 CAD
208 pages • Hardcover

This delightful pack contains a 100-piece jigsaw of a lively
zoo scene for children to assemble, as well as a 24-page
picture puzzle book teeming with animals and objects that
can be found at a zoo or wildlife park. There is also a black
and white version of the jigsaw picture for children to fill in
with their own pens. Beautifully illustrated jigsaw and book
makes a wonderful present at any time...

Kirsteen Robson
A fantastic 100-piece Jigsaw puzzle and book packaged
together in a beautiful box, perfect for a gift.

9781474927925
Pub Date: 6/21/2017
$17.95 CAD
24 pages • Hardcover

Foxfire Living

Blanket Fort

Eliza Clark, Tim Trojian

Grackle & Pigeon

When designer Eliza Clark and her chef husband Tim
Trojian viewed the property that would eventually become
the Foxfire Mountain House in Mount Tremper, New York,
the real estate listing was for an adjacent cottage; the
teetering remains of what had once been a popular
Catskills hotel was thrown in as a bonus.

At some point as kids, we all threw a blanket over two
chairs and called it our club house—who ever said the fun
needed to stop? In this gorgeous little book, artistic duo
Grackle + Pigeon declares growing up to be optional, and
presents readers with twenty plus artisanal blanket forts
to activate the imagination and rekindle the childlike
wonder inside.

Eliza and Tim set to work, radically redesigning the derelict
property to create a relaxe...

9780062742759
Pub Date: 10/2/2018
$23.99 CAD
112 pages • Hardcover

Blanket Fort offers projects for creating co...

Everyday Monet

Mind Over Clutter

Aileen Bordman

Nicola Lewis

Aileen Bordman has long been influenced by the work of
Claude Monet, one of the founders of French Impressionist
painting whose esteemed works capturing the simple
beauties of fin de siècle French life—from waterlilies to
haystacks—have fetched astonishing sums at private
auction houses and can be found in the greatest art
museums around the globe. With direct access to Giverny
through a pair of i...

Are you drowning in clutter? Do you dread opening your
cupboards because of the mess that awaits inside? Are
you ready to sort out your house for good and discover a
happier, calmer you?
9780008344825
Pub Date: 5/28/2019
$19.99 CAD
208 pages • Trade
Paperback

If you’ve tried and struggled with Marie Kondo’s The
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up or Dana K.
White’s Decluttering at the Speed of Life, Nicola Lewis can
help you finally achieve the tidy, clean and healthy hom...

Cozy Minimalist Home

Cozy White Cottage

Myquillyn Smith

Liz Marie Galvan

After reading The Nesting Place by popular blogger
Myquillyn Smith, women everywhere fell back in love with
their homes. But they had one question: How do we bring
both design and meaning into our homes?

Whether you live in a country farmhouse or an
urban apartment, find inspiration for every room in
your home. Come cozy up with your creativity and
Liz's welcoming voice so you can love the feeling
of being at home.

Women are flocking to more simplicity, coziness, and
meaning. But these elements are often presented in
conflict with each other. Cozy Minimalist Home offers a
combined and easy approach toward coz...

9781400315321
Pub Date: 9/24/2019
$33.50 CAD
240 pages • Hardcover

In this beautiful book of house and garden photography
and DIY inspiration, popular blogger Liz Marie Galvan
shares:
100 tips and tricks to make your home feel cozy
Budget-friendly hints t...

9780062909220
Pub Date: 7/30/2019
$36.99 CAD
480 pages • Hardcover

9780062444639
Pub Date: 9/27/2016
$36.99 CAD
480 pages • Hardcover

9781400214686
Pub Date: 3/17/2020
$31.00 CAD
224 pages • Hardcover

9780008254988
Pub Date: 5/19/2020
$49.99 CAD
256 pages • Hardcover

150 Best Tiny Space Ideas

150 Best Cottage and Cabin Ideas

Francesc Zamora

Francesc Zamora

As the prices of large residences have become
increasingly out of reach for many people, aspiring home
owners have begun to think smaller. 150 Best Tiny Space
Ideas is an exciting overview of the smallest living space
designs— architectural and decorating trends that
combine to make dwellings under 450 square feet feel
welcoming and expansive. All the projects featured in this
handsome reference w...

Bursting with ideas for designing, building, and decorating,
this outstanding compendium features an extensive
collection of cottages and cabins from around the world.
Adapted to the specific needs and particular tastes of
individual clients, these idyllic getaway homes and country
hideaways incorporate practical, innovative, and stunning
solutions for a variety of design needs.

9780062395207
Pub Date: 1/26/2016
$36.99 CAD
480 pages • Hardcover

150 Best Cottage an...

150 Best of the Best House Ideas

150 Best New Cottage and Cabin Ideas

Francesc Zamora

Francesc Zamora

A comprehensive collection of single-family houses
created by some of the most distinguished international
architects and designers, 150 Best of the Best House
Ideas showcase the latest trends and various influences
on home design.

150 Best New Cottage and Cabin Ideas shows off a
diversity of creative, and innovative getaway homes the
exemplify the small-space trend. Francesc Zamora draws
on the developments of distinguished international
architects and designers who have worked to achieve
practical, innovative, and stylish solutions adapted to the
specific needs and particular tastes of their clients.

Incorporating the most up-to-date technological advances
in construction and material use, these beautiful dwellings,
from cottage-style designs to minimalist geometric ...

9780062995148
Pub Date: 6/30/2020
$36.99 CAD
480 pages • Hardcover

Filled with hundreds of...

She Made Herself a Home

For the Love of White

Rachel Van Kluyve

Chrissie Rucker

Learn how to create a home that's inviting,
beautiful, and uniquely you--all while staying on a
budget. Whether you're decorating your first
home, planning for renovations, or simply looking
for an affordable refresh, She Made Herself a
Home is the ideal home décor planner to help you
tap into your creative side and instill the
confidence you need to get started on those DIY
projects.

“The thing about white is that it goes with everything, it is
a canvas for life, whoever you are and whatever your
tastes. You just can’t beat it.”—Chrissie Rucker

Popular blogg...

9780062955869
Pub Date: 10/22/2019
$50.00 CAD
256 pages • Hardcover

Whether you live in a tiny city apartment, a rambling
country cottage or an elegant town house For the Love of
White offers the definitive book on decorating with white
and neutral tones. From room schemes for light, bright
family kitche...

Countryfile – Countryside Year

The Sense of Wonder

John Craven

Rachel Carson

This beautifully illustrated book provides a monthby-month guide to everything that is happening in the
natural world around us. Not only do we discover the
most interesting birds, wild flowers or trees at any given
time, we also find out what is happening in the fields, or
on the shore, or in the rivers and lakes throughout the
year. This gives us a complete understanding of the
mechanics of the...

In 1955, acclaimed conservationist Rachel Carson—author
of Silent Spring—began work on an essay that she would
come to consider one of her life’s most important projects.
Her grandnephew, Roger Christie, had visited Carson that
summer at her cottage in Maine, and together they had
wandered the surrounding woods and tide pools. Teaching
Roger about the natural wonders around them, Carson
began to s...

9780062655356
Pub Date: 5/30/2017
$23.99 CAD
112 pages • Paperback

The Art of Happy Moving
Ali Wenzke
Moving is a major life change—time consuming,
expensive, often overwhelming, and sometimes scary.
But it doesn’t have to be! Instead of looking it as a
burdensome chore, consider it a new adventure.
9780062869739
Pub Date: 5/7/2019
$24.99 CAD
288 pages • Hardcover

Ali Wenzke and her husband moved ten times in eleven
years, living in seven states across the U.S. She created
her popular blog, The Art of Happy Moving, to help others
build a happier life before, duri...

